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Introduction

Why are we here today?

- common interests – despite different roles
- joint problems – despite different cities or even nations
- shared hopes - How to implement ideas quicker, how to make change easier? How to win more acceptance for culture?

What has happened so far?

- European Conference in Essen on spillover effects of Culture
- Study on spillover effects in the Ruhr region.
- Collaboration of more than 40 creatives, artists, researchers
Forum d'Avignon Ruhr 2013

In Kooperation mit
gefördert durch
Artistic Answers
From N.I.C.E. Award to CATALYSE Workshop

From idea to collaborative action

Today
What do we aim for?
open for experiments and different views
take Essen City-Nord as an example and idea-generator
learn for a role model which is of interest in other cities
collect all - idealistic and sceptical - ideas

NOT for a final project to save the world
NOT for a project for Essen, but for many cities.

How do we work in the next days?
Open Space Principle
Group work
Presentations and „hänseln“
Who is doing what?
Jan Bunse
Vilim Brezina
Eva Breitbach
Anika Schmermbeck und Julia Knies
Anika Ellwart
Dr. Uwe Schramm
Alfons Wafner
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